
Paris Oct
r
 16

th
, 1794 

Sir, 

I gave you in my last a sketch of the embarrassments under which our commerce 

laboured in the ports of this Republic, and of my efforts to emancipate it, as shewn by my letter 

to the Committee of public safety, a copy of which was likewise forwarded. To this I have as yet 

received no answer altho’ I have requested it more than once. To my applications however which 

were informal, I was informally answered that the subject was under consideration, and would be 

decided on as soon as possible.
1
 

But as those propositions were of extensive import, and connected with the system of 

commerce and supply, which had been adopted here, ‘tis probable I shall not be favoured with an 

answer until the subject is generally reviewed. Nor shall I be surprised to find extraordinary 

efforts to protract a decision and even defeat the object in view. But as the opposition will not be 

warranted by the interest, so I am well satisfied it will not be supported by the sense of the 

French nation, when the subject is well understood. To make it so will be the object of my future 

and, I trust, not ineffectual endeavours.  

You were I doubt not surprized to hear that the whole Commerce of France to the 

absolute exclusion of individuals was carried on by the government itself. An institution of this 

kind would be deemed extraordinary even in a small state: but when applied to the French 

Republic it must appear infinitely more so. Nor were the circumstances which gave birth to it 

more a proof of the calamities with which the society was inwardly convulsed, than of the zeal 

and energy with which it pursued its object. Thro’ the channel of trade, it was found or suspected 

that the principles of the revolution were chiefly impaired: that
2
 thro’ it, not only the property of 

the emigrants and the wealth of the Country were exported, but that foreign money was likewise 

thrown in, whereby the internal dissentions were fomented, and in other respects the intrigues of 

the coalesced promoted. For a considerable time it was believed that most of the evils to which 

France was a prey, proceeded from his source. Many remedies were in consequence applied but 

still the disease continued. Finally an effort was made to eradicate the cause by exterminating 

private trade altogether, & taking the whole commerce of the country into the hands of the 

government. A decree to this effect accordingly passed on the day of October 1793, and which 

has since continued in force.  

But now many circumstances incline to a change of this system. The act itself was 

considered as a consummation of those measures which completed the ruin of the Girondine 

party, whose principal leaders had already fallen under the Guillotine. By it the commercial 

interest as distinct from the landed and dividing in certain respects with opposite views, the 

councils of the country was totally destroyed. All private mercantile intercourse with Foreign 

nations was cut off, and so severe were the measures, and great the odium on the mercantile
3
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character, that none were pleased to have it attached to them. But when the apprehension of 

danger from that source was done away, the motive for the act itself was greatly diminished. 

Accordingly the public mind was soon seen vibrating back to its former station, and in which it 

was greatly aided by the fortune of the late dominant party, whose principal leaders had now 

likewise in their turn settled their accounts with the Republic, at the receipt of the Guillotine. 

Thus we find and especially in great commotions, that extraordinary measures not only bear in 

general the strong character of their author, but frequently share his fate. The fall of the 

Brissotine party extirpated private trade; the fall of Robespierre’s may probably soon restore it. 

At present many symptoms indicate that a change is not distant, tho’ none seem willing 

so prominently to take the lead, as to make themselves responsible for the consequences. The 

only active interest that I can perceive against it, consists of those who have managed the public 

trade, and have been intrusted with the public monies for that purpose. They readily foresee that 

a change will not only take from them the public cash, but likewise lead to an adjustment of their 

accounts for past transactions. Tis however generally of the fortune of an opposition of this kind, 

to
4
 precipitate the adoption of the measure, it wishes to avert, for as every one suspects that its 

motive is not sound and which is proportionally increased by the degree of zeal shewn, so 

everyone feels an interest in defeating it. 

I have endeavoured in my propositions to confine them entirely to external objects, by 

suggesting such remedies as might be adopted without interference with the interior general 

system of France. By so doing I hoped that the injuries of which we complained might be sooner 

redressed and not made dependent on the great events which happen here. 

I soon found that the extraordinary expedient to which this Republic had recourse, of 

excluding individuals from trade and conducting it themselves, would require in a great measure 

a correspondent regulation on our part: for if the conduct of the public servants on the one side 

was not in some measure supervised, and which it could not be but by public agents on the other, 

the impositions which might be practiced on our improvident countrymen would be endless. In 

every contest between a public officer here and the citizen of another country in the purchase of 

supplies for the Republic or execution of a contract, the bias of the government & of the people 

would be in favor of the former. The consulate, under the Superintendance of the minister, forms 

their
5
 natural bulwark in the commercial line against impositions of every kind. Indeed it is the 

only one which can be provided for them. But to guard them against those proceeding from the 

source above described, it should be organized with peculiar care. I was sorry therefore upon 

inspecting into our establishment to find that whatever might be its merit in other situations, it 

was by no means in general endowed with sufficient strength or vigor for the present crisis. 

American citizens alone can furnish an adequate protection to their countrymen. In the hands of a 

Frenchman, or other foreigner, the Consular functions lie dormant. In every litigated case the 

former shrinks into the citizen and trembles before the authority of his Country: and the latter 
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especially if the subject of one of the coalesced powers, finds our commission only of sufficient 

force to exempt him from the decree which would otherwise doom him to a prison. I annex at the 

foot of this a list of our Counsuls and consular agents, with a note of those who have been 

actually under arrestation and confinement, and by which you will be better enabled to 

comprehend the justice of the remarks.  

My situation was therefore in every view beyond measure an embarrassing one. But as 

there was no consul or agent of any kind or country here, where the whole business was 

concentred, and every transaction closed, it became on that
6
 account infinitely more so: for I was 

in consequence not only daily surrounded by many of my countrymen complaining of delays and 

injuries and intreating my intercession for redress, but applied to by them from every quarter and 

upon every difficulty. I could not settle their accounts with the departments, nor could I interfere 

in any other respect in particular cases, where there were more of the same description. I could 

not even go through the forms in the offices which were necessary to verify facts, and which if 

true furnished ground for complaint, nor could I demand redress of the government upon any 

suppositious case and which every one must be till verified. I remained thus for some time in 

expectation of the arrival of M
r
 Duvernat, altho’ I was apprehensive such event in consequence 

of the general objection above stated, and the decree which applied particularly to his case, 

instead of affording relief would plunge me into a new embarrassment on his account. But 

finding that he had not arrived and that I could make no progress in the public business here, 

which was suffering, without the aid of a consul, I finally nominated my Secretary M
r
 Skipwith 

provisionally consul for this City on the day of Sept
 
and notified it to this government, a copy of 

which and of the answer of the commissary of foreign affairs I
7
 herewith inclose you. To him I 

have since assigned the interesting duty of developing and demonstrating the cause of these 

difficulties by an appeal to authentic facts, and the better to enable him to perform this service, I 

have instructed our consuls and agents in the several ports to render him a statement of those 

with in their particular jurisdictions. Thus enlightened he will render a report upon the whole 

subject to me, and which I will immediately lay before the committee of public safety, in 

illustration of my former comments, and with such other as may be found necessary. 

At present I can say nothing decisively upon the subject of general arrangement of the 

consulate. What I have said may furnish some hints that may be useful. But I wish before any 

thing is definitely done to give you the result of my further remarks on that head. M
r
 Fenwick 

will be here in a few days and by whom I doubt not much light will be thrown on it. In the 

interim M
r
 Skipwith will perform the duties of the office in which I have placed him: But as he 

undertook it without prospect of emolument in the official line (for in truth the duties required of 

him are not strictly consular, but novel and growing out of the emergency of the time) and more 

from a regard for the public interest and to accommodate me than himself, altho’ I was thereby 

deprived of his services
8
 in the immediate station in which he had accompanied me, yet I could 
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not bereave him of the appointment I had personally conferred, nor divert from him the salary 

belonging to it. By permitting things to stand where they are for a few weeks longer, the public 

will derive no detriment and I shall be able in the interim to acquire and give such information as 

will enable you to proceed with more propriety afterwards: a consideration which will induce me 

to bear the inconvenience to which I shall be personally subjected with pleasure.  

I found upon my first arrival that I should have much difficulty upon the subject of 

passports. The Jealousy of this government was immediately discovered with respect to those 

who being subjects of England or any other of the coalesced powers, had passed over to America 

since our revolution, become citizens of some one of the states and returned to their proper 

country, where they now resided. It was suggested to me by the Commissary of Foreign affairs, 

that if these people were covered by my passports, I should immediately spread thro’ France, in 

the armies and in presence of the public councils, a host of spies who would report the 

circumstances of the country to their enemies. It was likewise urged that I had no right to do it, 

for altho’ this description of persons had acquired for the time, the right of
9
 citizenship with us, 

yet they were more attached to other countries since they resided and had their property there. I 

was likewise told of instances wherein this privilege had been abused by such persons, two of 

whom were said to be then confined at Dunkirk as spies. The subject was in point of principle 

difficult, and I was really embarrassed how to act on it so as to satisfy this government and do 

justice to the parties concerned; for if citizens of America, it seemed difficult to distinguish 

between such and any other citizens. And yet the argument was equally strong on the other side, 

for, if the subject of another power, it was equally difficult to distinguish between such and any 

other subject of the same power, especially in this region where the right of expatriation is 

generally denied. But in point of expedience there was less difficulty in the case. Citizenship is in 

its nature a local privilege. It implies a right within the government conferring it. And if 

considerations of this kind are to be regarded, I can see no reason why it should not in the present 

instance be construed strictly: for if a temporary emigrant, after availing himself of this benefit, 

for a few years and for the purposes of trade, in our indulgent country, chuses to abandon us & 

return from whence he came, why should we follow
10

 him on this side the Atlantic, to support in 

his behalf a privilege which can only be claimed at best for private, and perhaps dishonorable 

purposes? Can any motive be urged of sufficient force to induce us to embark here in this kind of 

controversy at the hazard of our national character, and the goodwill of the nation believing itself 

injured by it? Will the refusal to grant passports to such persons check emigration to our country: 

I am satisfied it will not of the kind that merits encouragement, for it will rarely happen that a 

single member of that respectable list of Philosophers, artists, and yeomen who seek an asylum 

with us, from the troubled governments on this side the Atlantic, will ever recross it. These 

observations apply only to those who settled with, and abandoned us since the peace: for I 
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consider those, be them of whatever country they may, and especially if of the British territory 

who were of course in the common character of British subjects equally members of our 

revolution who threw their fortunes into our scale, as being as much Americans as if they were 

born with us. After some discussion with the Commissary on the subject, it terminated by an 

assurance on my part that I should be particularly cautious as to such characters, and refuse my 

passports to all
11

 of that description (except in particular cases of hardship and upon which he 

should be previously consulted) who were not actually resident within the United States. This 

arrangement was satisfactory to the government as you will perceive by the Commissary’s letters 

to me copies of which are herewith transmitted. I shall however be happy to be instructed by you 

on this head. 

The council of this Republic still continue to present to view an interesting, but by no 

means an alarming spectacle. Instances of animated debate, severe crimination and even of 

vehement denunciation sometimes take place, but they have hitherto evaporated without 

producing any serious effect. It is obvious that what is called the mountain party is rapidly on the 

decline, and equally so that if the opposite one acts with wisdom and moderation at the present 

crisis, it will not only complete its overthrow but destroy the existence (if possible in society) of 

all party whatever. The agitation which now occasionally shews itself proceeds from the pressure 

of this latter party on the mountaineers, and who in their defence sometimes make a kind of 

incursive or offensive warfare upon their enemy: for having since the fall of the Brissotines 

wielded the councils of the nation, and been accustomed to a pretty liberal use of their authority 

over the remaining members of that party,
12

 they bear with pain and not without apprehension of 

danger their present decline. The tone of the discussion therefore frequently exhibits to view the 

external of a violent controversy between two rival parties, nearly equally balanced, and which 

much terminate, under the preponderance of either, in the extirpation of the other. But this I 

deem only the external aspects, and upon considerations in my Judgment the most solid. I have 

observed generally that the first indications of warmth have proceeded from the weaker party, 

and from its less important members, who occasionally break thro’ the restraint imposed on them 

by their leaders, (if where a force is broken and routed, there can be any leader) and rally forth 

into extravagances which provoke resentment, where they should only endeavor to excite pity, 

and whilst a different conduct is observed by the leaders themselves: for neither [Barrere, Billaud 

Varrennes, nor Collot d’Herbois] ever take part in these discussions, otherwise than to explain 

some severe personal attack and to which they confine their comments strictly, and with all 

suitable respect for their opponents. I observe also it rarely happens that any very distinguished 

member in the preponderating party takes share in these discussions, tho’ the field invites
13

 and 

much might be said with truth & of course with effect. From these considerations I infer not only 

that the party of the plain has already acquired the complete preponderance; but also that its 
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motive is rather to save the Republic than to persecute its enemies. There is likewise something 

in the origin and spirit of these debates which authorizes a belief they portend nothing alarming, 

for they generally proceed from a review of past enormities which most deny and few justify. 

But the scene thro’ which they have just past cannot always be covered with a veil; on the 

contrary it frequently breaks in upon their discussions and always excites, like the ghost of 

Hamlet whenever it appears, the horror of the innocent and the terror of the wicked spectators. 

The debates therefore which insue tho’ violent, are more of the exculpatory than of the assailing 

and sanguinary kind. Each party endeavours to vindicate itself from the charges alledged against 

it, sometimes by absolute denial and at others by a counter crimination of its adversary. Hitherto 

the business has ended by a general reference of the depending motions to the committee of 

public safety, solely, or to it associated with the two other committees of surety general and 

legislation, and who have had sufficient wisdom either to keep up with the subject till it was 

forgotten, or to
14

 report such a general essay upon the state of affairs, the views of the coalesced 

powers, trade, finance and the like, as always to obscure and sometimes throw it entirely out of 

view. 

By this however I do not wish to be understood as intimating that in my opinion none of 

the members of the convention will in future be cut off. On the contrary I think otherwise, for it 

cannot be possible that some of those who have perpetrated such enormities in their missions in 

the several parts of the Republic, and particularly at Nantes should escape the justice of their 

country.  

In the movements of the present day the Jacobin Society has as heretofore borne its part. 

The history of this society from its origin to the present time, is of importance to mankind, and 

especially that portion upon which providence has bestowed the blessing of free government. It 

furnishes a lesson equally instructive to public functionaries & to private citizens. I am not yet 

fully possessed of the details, altho’ I have endeavored to acquire them. But the outline I think, I 

now understand. In its History as in that of the revolution itself, there are obviously two great 

eras. The first commenced with the revolution and ended with the deposition of the king. The
15

 

second fills the space between that event and the present day. The former of these is still further 

divisible into two parts, and upon each of which, distinct characters are marked. The first 

commenced with the revolution and ended with the constituent assembly or adoption of the 

constitution. The second comprizes the administration under the constitution. During the first of 

these, the Jacobin society was composed of almost all the enemies to the antient despotism: for 

in general those who were friends of the public liberty, and wished its establishment under any 

possible modification became at this time members of and attended the debates of this society. 

But with the adoption of the constitution, many were satisfied and left it. After this and during 

the second part of this era, it was composed only of the enemies to hereditary monarchy, 

comprizing the members of the three succeeding parties of Brissot, Danton, and Robespierre. 
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During the whole of the first era therefore, or until, the deposition of the king, this society may 

be considered as the cradle of the revolution, for most certainly the Republic would not have 

been established without it. It was the organ of the public sentiment and by means of discussion 

and free criticism upon men and measures contributed greatly to forward that important event. 

But
16

 from that period and thro’ the whole of the second era, this Society has acted a 

different part and merited a different character. The clergy, the nobility and the royalty were 

gone: The whole government was in the hands of the people, and its whole force exerted against 

the enemy. There was in short nothing existing in that line which merited reprehension, or with 

which the popular sentiment, virtuously inclined, could take offense. But it had already gained a 

weight in the government and which it had now neither sufficient virtue nor inclination to 

abandon. From this period therefore its movements were counter-revolutionary, and we behold 

the same society which was heretofore so formidable to the despotism, now brandishing the 

same weapon against the legitimate representation of the people. 

Its subsequent story is neither complicated nor various. As the revolution was complete, 

so far as depended on the interior order of things, it had no service of that kind to render, nor 

pretext, to colour its movements. It was reduced to the alternative of either withdrawing from the 

stage, or taking part in the ordinary internal administration and which it could not do otherwise 

than by becoming an instrument in the hands of some one of the parties against the other. This 

station therefore
17

 it immediately occupied, and has since held it to the present time. It became 

the creature of Robespierre and under his direction the principal agent in all those atrocities 

which have stained this state of the revolution. It was by means of this society that he succeeded 

in cutting off the members of the two succeeding parties of Brissot & Danton, and had finally 

well nigh ruined the republic itself. 

It is an interesting fact and very deserving of attention that in the more early and latter 

stages of this society, the best men of France were seen seeking admittance into it, but from very 

different motives. In the commencement and until the establishment of the republic, it was 

resorted by them for the purpose of promoting that great event. But in the latter state and until 

the fall of Robespierre it was resorted by them merely as a shelter from danger. Virtue and 

talents with every other great and noble endowment were odious in the sight of that monster, and 

were of course the object of his persecution. Nor was any man of independent spirit possessing 

them secure from his wrath. The Jacobin society could along furnish any kind of protection, and 

to this circumstance it was owing that many deserving characters were Seen there and apparently 

countenancing measures,
18

 which in their souls they abhorred. It is therefore only justice that the 

present preponderating party in France and the world at large should now look with indulgence 

and indeed with forgiveness upon the conduct of many of those who seemed at the time to abet 

his enormities. Unfortunately for them and for their Country, their presence secured only a 
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personal exemption from danger: the preponderating influence had long been in the hands of 

those of a different description.  

In the last scene which was acted by Robespierre and in which he placed himself at the 

commune in open rebellion against the convention, ‘tis said that this society arranged itself under 

his banner against that assembly. But after his fall and which was instantaneous, it immediately 

endeavoured to repair the error of this step, by charging it upon some who were admitted to be 

bad members, and others who were said to have forced themselves, at that tumultuous moment, 

unlicensed into the society and who were not members at all. It even went into high crimination 

of Robespierre himself. But the principles of the controversy were too deeply rooted in the minds 

of all, to be So Suddenly eradicated. It was obvious that a crisis had arrived which must 

eventually settle
19

 the point whether the Convention or this society should govern France, and 

equally so that the public mind was, and perhaps long had been, decisively settled in favour of 

the former. As the catastrophe was approaching, this Society as heretofore used at one time an 

elevated or commanding tone, and at others an humiliating one. But the convention acted with 

equal dignity throughout. Whether it contemplated to strike at its existence by any overt act or to 

seek its overthrow by contrasting the wisdom, the justice and magnanimity of its own present 

conduct, with the past and recent enormities of this society, is incertain. The leading members of 

the preponderating party seemed doubtful upon this point. But finally the rash and outrageous 

extremities of the society, who were secretly exciting commotions thro’ the country, forced the 

convention into more decisive measures. By its order the Secretary of the society at Paris was 

arrested and all the deputies from those associated with it thro’ France and who had arrived to 

deliberate upon the state of their affairs, were driven from the City, under a decree which 

exempted none, not inhabitants of Paris, except our countrymen. Of all France, Marseilles was 

the only district in which its efforts produced any effect;
20

 a small commotion, excited there, was 

immediately quieted by the ordinary police who after having made an example of the leaders, 

reported it to the convention. 

What further measures may be adopted by the convention in regard to this society is in 

certain: the subject is now under discussion, and I shall, I presume to be able in my next to give 

you the result. 

The same Success continues to attend the arms of the Republic and in every quarter. They 

have taken since my last in the north Juliers, Aix la chapelle, Cologne, and Bois le Duc: and in 

the South Bellegarde, with immense stores of cannon, provision &c. in each, and particularly in 

Juliers & Boisleduc at both of which latter places a general action was hazarded by the opposite 

generals and in which they were routed with great loss. ‘Tis said indeed that the action which 

achieved Juliers was among the most important of the present campaign, since they consider it as 

deciding eventually the fate of Maestricht, Bergen-op-zoom, and of Holland itself. Maestricht is 

now closely invested and must fall in the course of a few weeks, since the Austrian general has 
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obviously abandoned it to its fate. Holland must fall immediately afterwards, for there is in truth 

nothing to prevent it. Indeed I think it probable they will previously detach 20 or 30, 000 men to 

take possession of it, for it is generally believed it
21

 may be easily accomplished. 

What effect these events may produce in England, it is difficult for me to say. That 

Austria, Russia, and Spain have been for sometime past wearied with the war and have wished to 

withdraw from it, is certain. That they will withdraw from it soon, is more than probable, and 

upon the best terms they can get. England therefore will have to maintain the contest alone, for 

Holland will be conquered and subject to the will of the conquerors. This however is not the only 

danger which impends over her. Denmark and Sweden offended at the unlawful restraint 

imposed by her on their trade in the arbitrary rule of contraband, have, for near three months 

past, united their fleets to the amount of about 30 Sail for the purpose of vindicating their rights: 

and Spain equally unfriendly and irritated with that power has, I have reason to believe, serious 

thoughts not only of abandoning the war but of acceding to this combination: the lapse of a few 

weeks however will no doubt unfold these subjects more fully to view. I have the honour to be 

Dear Sir, with great respect and esteem, 

Your most obedient, And very humble Servant.  

 Ja
s
 Monroe. 

 

M
r
 Fenwick, Consul 

M
r 
Cathalan, N. Consul. 

M
r 
Dobree, N. Consul,-arrested but released 

M
r 
Lamolle, N. Consul,-arrested but released 

M
r 
Coffyn, N. Consul,-arrested but released 

M
r 
Carpentier, Agent,-arrested but released 

 

P.S. I likewise send you a copy of my application for the release of some persons, emigrating 

from England for America, taken in two of our vessels, and which, I presume, will experience 

the fate of the other question which depends on the treaty. 
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